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Øystein botillen is the project lead on Action Africa and 
is using his African experience gained over decades of 
living and working on the continent. “The very idea 
of getting 40,000 metric tons of fertilizer produced in 
Norway, shipped to Mombasa in Kenya and bringing it 
from Mombasa to Uganda, Tanzania, Malawi, Rwanda, 
Zambia and Mozambique within 12 weeks or so was a 
massive logistical operation” he says. “What has been 
achieved in such an extraordinarily short period of 
time is unique. This could not happen if we didn’t have 
trusted good quality relationships on the continent.”

 “We want to continue to drive Action Africa forward 
particularly though our current partnerships but also 
developing new ones especially by leveraging our 
work with the Yara digital platform. Action Africa can 
be much bigger still and we are busy developing our 
plans for 2021 and beyond. We have recently set up 
an Action Africa “Hot site” (https://www.yara.com/

actionafrica/) which not only gives in depth details on 
the aims of the programme and how new partners 
can sign up but also follows the progress of farmers 
impacted by the programme.”

Øystein Botillen 
Program Manager, Yara Action Africa.

YARA and Action Africa

“Desigining and supporting the rollout of a programme 
like Action Africa is something that we were incredibly 
keen to be part of,” says Patrick Guyver, Managing 
Director of Prorustica.   “In the time of a real crisis, Yara 
very quickly brought together the ready, willing and 
able to deliver tangible support to rural communities 
through a coordinated Action Africa programme.” 

Prorustica is providing overall coordination of the 
Action Africa regional programmes working closely 
with  Yara and its partners in each country. “Apart from 
supporting the rollout we are providing technical 
oversight to capture lessons learned and ensure 
alignment of other partners’ activities to support the 
aims of Action Africa” continues Patrick. “Given our deep 

experience developing public private partnerships 
we are seeking out and engaging with additional 
partners that see their knowledge and resources as 
complimentary and aligned to the programme as it 
moves into 2021.”

Patrick Guyver
Managing Director, Prorustica

Prorustica and Action Africa
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For far too many, 2020 has been a year of great 
challenge and insecurity. The COVID19 Pandemic’s 
impact, following on the heels of Cyclone Idai in 2019, 
has left many smallholder farmers in Malawi and 
Mozambique without proper access to productivity-
enhancing inputs to ensure both food security and 
livelihood.

But thanks to generous support of the Action Africa: 
Thriving Farms, Thriving Future, more than one 
hundred thousand farmers are now better prepared to 
meet these challenges on the road to recovery. 

Working with other partner organizations including 
AGRA, WFP, UNHCR, UNODC, Total Land Care, Prorustica, 
CLUSA, BAGC and working hand in hand with both the 
Governments of Mozambique and Malawi, vulnerable 
farmers received fertilizer from Yara that cushions them 
against the impact of the pandemic. This initiative also 
includes support towards advocacy and partnerships, 
farmer connectivity, digital solutions and operational 
support. Farmers receiving the inputs are also receiving 
extension service advice through the season, all these 
investments put in place to secure food production 
and improve food security amidst the crisis. 
The African Fertilizer and Agribusiness Partnership 
(AFAP) and its local agrodealer partners are proud 
participants in Action Africa. Through this important 
initiative we seek to maintain and grow input 

distribution channels that link suppliers, distributors, 
local business and farmer groups in a last mile effort 
to reach smallholder farmers who drive a large part of 
both countries’ economies.

AFAP remains committed to improving access and 
fairness for smallholder farmers. Our on-the-ground 
team of agribusiness specialists connect farming 
communities with immediate and longer-term support 
during and after natural disasters and economic crisis, 
introducing bold ideas to strengthen economies 
and build farmer resilience in preparation for future 
challenges.     

We look forward to working together!    

Jason Scarpone
AFAP CEO and President

AFAP and Action Africa
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“Action Africa was the most exciting project I have ever 
been involved in. The day it was confirmed, my work began 
for Zambia cluster which includes Malawi and Mozambique. 
From planning the port operations, to trying to coordinate 
deliveries to some of the most remote locations in the 
region. What made it a success was the team involved in 
the entire project.

From the partners who identified the beneficiaries, to the 
transporters, port agents and warehousing teams. Everyone 
was on board to make it a success. We were able to receive 
and dispatch 8800 tons via the port of Beira across 3 separate 
countries without incident and in record times during the 
peak operational season in Beira.

Your partners are key in any project and in Action Africa we 
had the support of our partners!”

Ben Van Wyk

Supply Chain & Operations Manager- Zambia- Malawi- 
Mozambique Operations
Yara Africa & Asia

Yara Africa & Asia
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LBH Mozambique

LBH Mozambique was proud to have been selected on 
this incredible Action Africa Project in the capacity of Yara’s 
nominated vessel agents.  We took on our responsibility 
with special passion to ensure quick berthing and overall 
good working of the vessel specifically due to the nature of 
the project.

With the support of the local Yara team, the vessel was 
managed to have a minimal berthing delay in spite of the 
extensive congestions experienced at Beira at the time. All 
vessel and offloading pre-arrival processes, documentation 
and planning arrangements was done punctually in order 
to ensure that the vessel arrived on 28th August, berthed 
on 29th August, and the offloading process was completed 
by 30th August 2020 –we appreciate the support from the 
terminal, port, service providers and Yara’s local office in 
support to make this possible.
 
With all the planning well placed in advance, we were 
pleased that the offloading process of the vessel itself went 
very smoothly, while matters requiring attention during 
the process was managed with urgency in order to have 
the cargo delivered to the local Beira warehouse in good 
condition for further distribution by the Yara contractors to 
their final destinations.
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In the Yara Action Africa thriving farms thriving future 
program, Vallis provided logistics management services 
working very closely with key stakeholders ensuring the 
timely and accurate delivery of 8,761 metric tons of fertilizer 
to smallholder farmers in Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia. 

Vallis provided a range of services to Yara including Vessel 
Discharge Supervision which involved monitoring and 
tallying of the bulk premium fertilizer from MV Sassy Sofia 
to Beira Logistics Terminal (BLT) for storage. The business 
also provided Warehouse Tallying and Bagging Supervision 
which involved verifying the bulk fertilizer received into 
BLT, monitoring and check weighing of bags during 
bagging operations, and tallying the bags loaded onto 
trucks for distribution. And lastly, it also provided Logistics 
Management; this involved coordinating the distribution of 
bagged fertilizer to the destinations in Malawi, Mozambique, 
and Zambia. 

In Malawi, 5000 tones were distributed in 102 locations; in 
Mozambique, 1761 tons in 103 locations; and in Zambia 
2000 tones were distributed in 95 locations. Vallis started 
the distribution on 8th September 2020 in Malawi and 
Zambia with 180 tones and 150 tons respectively. The last 
bags of fertilizer were dispatched on 28th October 2020. 
Transporters were issued with work orders for loading-
trucks, receipt schedules were created for each country 
and constant feedback was provided to key stakeholders 
on the status of deliveries. Every bag was delivered to the 
designated location per the distribution schedule.

Vallis Services Limited

Staff Feedback

“It was a delight to have contributed to the Action Africa 
project, which achieved the delivery of crucial supplies of 
fertilizer to farming communities across Eastern Africa. 
All parties involved demonstrated the highest levels of 
professionalism throughout the project to ensure its success, 
to which I extend my gratitude and congratulations. To see the 
joy and celebration of farming communities upon receiving 
the fertilizer was a very humbling experience.”

Grant Davies, Vallis

“I am very proud that myself and the teams at Vallis were able 
to contribute to such a brilliant initiative. Action Africa could 
not have been possible without everyone pulling in the same 
direction; it was a joy to see people’s enthusiasm in the project 
to ensure every bag of fertilizer was delivered to the hugely 
deserving smallholders. We are humbled by the generosity 
of Yara and were delighted to have been assigned the role of 
coordinating the logistics. I would like to express my gratitude 
to all the partners involved who were so cooperative and 
wonderful to work with. Ensuring food security during a global 
pandemic requires action and Action Africa has gone a long 
way to secure this for rural communities in East Africa.” 

Charles Johnson, Vallis
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“To be invited to perform an active role in this project is a 
huge honour for Vallis. We are very grateful to Yara and their 
partners for the opportunity and are thrilled that it has been 
an enormous success. The knowledge that our work has 
contributed to the feeding of rural communities in the region, 
during a uniquely challenging period, fills me with immense 
pride.”

Andrew Barr-Sim, Vallis

“Myself and my team were delighted to be involved in such 
a worthwhile project as Action Africa. The teamwork and 
cooperation of all the various organizations involved was 
exceptional and we are very proud to have been able to 
contribute to something that will make a tangible difference to 
the recipients of Yara’s generous donation.”

Darren Chantler, Vallis

“When I learnt of the project, I was very excited to be involved; 
everyone worked so well together. From receiving the vessel in 
Beira to ensuring the stock was loaded and sent to the right 
destination. It was a lot of work, but so worthwhile. It was an 
honour to be part of the wonderful donation from Yara and I 
have been following the positive impact this has had for my 
Mozambiquan brothers and sisters with pride.”

Nicolas Marondo, Vallis

“To see so many different people pulling together to deliver 
fertilizer to farmers in rural communities is truly a shining light 
in a very difficult year. It was an honour to be able to contribute 
so positively and actively for such a wonderful and generous 
project initiated by Yara. I would like to express my thanks to 
all the partners involved in the Action Africa initiative, it was an 
absolute pleasure to work with them.”

JJ Gagiano, Vallis 
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J&J Africa sound bites:

“The J&J Africa Group recently had the privilege to be part 
of a very humbling, but indeed promising opportunity 
to join hands with Yara and Vallis in their very successful 
Action Africa Project. I think in any Transport and Logistics 
Business there might be some unforeseen challenges 
that may arise, and we have overcome all obstacles by 
not focusing on the problem but rather on the solution, 
and that has definitely been the case with this campaign. 
Knowing that your Customer is satisfied with the level of 
service excellence provided is extremely important, but 
seeing the smile on a farmer’s face after receiving a bag of 
Fertilizer, is a heart-warming experience beyond measure. 

We tend to forget about the challenging conditions these 
farmers have to endure and overcome, and what important 
role just one bag of Fertilizer could play in the livelihoods 
of these farmers. Thus, Yara played a very instrumental 
role in providing these subsistence farmers with not just 
fertilizer, but helping them grow the future of young and 
upcoming farmers in South East Africa” 

Chris van Tonder J&J

“Most smallholder farmers in Zambia lack the resources to 
allow stock holding of fertilizers over long periods. They rely 
on Just In Time and often short notice fertilizer deliveries. 
We as J&J played a role in getting the fertilizers to the 
farmers Just In Time, to assist the farmers to stay ahead of 
the farming schedule while cutting down on storage costs.  
It is satisfying to know that J&J through Yara’s Action Africa 
initiative, are part of a solution-oriented system that seeks to 
ensure a profitable venture for the farmers and food security 
for the world”  

Admire Nyamadzawo, J&J

“The beneficiaries of the donated fertilizer are rural 
communities with limited access to quality fertilizer in 
normal circumstances. The global pandemic reduced the 
opportunity for them to be able to financially provide for 
their families due to travel restrictions.

By providing them fertilizer, they were empowered to 
provide for their communities by ensuring food security.”

Ben Strooh, BLT

The J&J Group feel very proud to have been selected by 
Yara International to be part of the supply chain in vessel 
operations, storing and transporting the donation shipment 
generously sent by Yara International as part of their “Action 
Africa” initiative.

The donation shipment of 8,843 Metric Tons of NPK Fertilizer 
arrived at Beira anchorage on 28th August 2020 on board 
the vessel MV SASSY SOFIA”. In spite of berthing delays at 
the time, the vessel berthed within 24 hours from arrival, 
on the morning of 29 August 2020. J&J thank Cornelder 
de Moçambique, as the Beira Port terminal operator, and 
LBH South Africa | Mozambique, as the Port agent for the 
excellent cooperation in view of the humanitarian nature 
of the cargo.

The full shipment was successfully discharged by Beira 
Logistics Terminals, Lda. and driven to the J&J bonded 
warehouses in Beira in under 48 hours for further distribution, 
and thereafter bagged by Beira Logistics Terminals for 
onward delivery by J&J Africa to the farmers.

J&J Africa Participation 
Action Africa
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““It was an honor for Beria Logistics Terminals to play a role 
in ensuring that the, small-scale subsistence farmer, in 
Malawi and Zambia got their fertilizer inputs during these 
difficult times of the pandemic. 

The BLT staff went above and beyond to make sure that 
every bag of fertilizer was loaded on to trucks as quickly as 
possible to ensure farmer had no delays before the rains 
started. The coordination between all role players was 
extremely professional and efficient and the project was 
done with in the required timeframe. 

Congratulations to all involved and a big shoutout to Yara 
for kick off this initiative. “

Kevin Hutton, BLT

JJ Transport, its employees and partners are extremely 
grateful and humbled to have played a crucial role in Yara’s 
Action Africa campaign. While several logistical challenges 
were faced in getting cargo to some of the most remote 
locations in the region which are generally defined by 
extreme environment, political and economic conditions, 
this initiative has been professionally and successfully 
executed and has provided the much needed food security 
for the upcoming harvest and trust that we will always be 
able to play our part in this regard” 

Warren van Heerden, J&J
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I stood there pensively and anxiously waiting for the truck 
to arrive. It was truck number 1 of the 167 trucks destined 
for Malawi under the Yara Action Africa initiative. Women 
with children, the youth, the aged all kept glancing at me 
and I knew why, in their minds this donation sounded 
unbelievable. The news had spread like wildfire, 100,000 
farmers around Malawi would each receive a free bag of 
fertilizer to cushion them against the impact of Covid19. 
Many tried to do the math, the total was a stretch, how was 
that even possible. Then, the truck turned the corner and 
we all saw the J&J truck carrying the first 600 bags and the 
farmers jumped up and down in joy, the women started 
singing songs of joy, the fertilizer had finally arrived. What 
a journey!

As the farmers received their one bag fertilizer following the 
laid down protocols and many left carrying that 50kg bag of 
fertilizer on their heads with such wide smiles, I went back 
in time to the day I received the phone call from the Action 
Africa Program Manager Øystein Botillen. He simply said 
Sheila, can we do this and I said absolutely yes and it was all 
systems go. From that day onwards, it was a flurry of activity 
working to get everyone on board. From the highest level of 
government to on-boarding participating partner agencies 
and the AFAP supported Agrodealers who played a very big 
role in ensuring the fertilizer reached the right vulnerable 
beneficiaries. Action Africa is about strategic partnerships 
and bringing everyone on board. The fertilizer reached all 
regions and districts of Malawi, no one was left behind.

As Action Africa plans were ongoing, Bayer also approached 
AFAP with their Covid19 response program dubbed 
Smallholder Better Farms, Better Lives program with a 
donation of 100MT of hybrid maize seed packed in 2kg 
packets that was to reach 50,000 farmers. We launched the 
two programs together and distributed the fertilizer to a 
subset of the farmer group that received fertilizer. 

Malawi and Bayer 
Smallholder Better 
Farms, Better Lives 

Programmes 

Figure 1. Summary of fertilizer Distribution by Entity

Prions Zomba 
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AFAP launched the two programmes in all three regions of 
Malawi with the official launch and flag off ceremony led by 
The Right Honourable Saulos Klaus Chilima, Vice-President 
of the Republic of Malawi very bright and early at 0700hrs 
on Monday September 21st. The high note was maintained 
as we went to Zomba Prison in the South and to the Dzaleka 
Refugee Camp with a culmination of launched in Likoma 
Island, a district that had originally not been planned for. 

The combined programs of Yara and Bayer will go down 
as one of the most heart-warming, emotional and very 
satisfying programmes I have directed and in such a short 
time. The genuine and very priceless smiles on smallholder 
farmer faces and for some, fertilizer is usually out of reach is 
a look that can’t be bought. We do expect farmers to have 
a bumper harvest, the rains are already here, some of the 
farmers have already planted, we look forward to a good 
harvest. AFAP through the season is providing farmers with 
extension service support and at harvest, we will measure 
impact on lives and livelihoods. 

In Malawi, the Action Africa fertilizer is dubbed the “Miracle 
Fertilize” because it sounded stranger than fiction, donated 
fertilizer seemed out of reach but the farmers took home a 
bag each and they now have it in the field.

I thank all the partners that came on board with us as we took 
the inputs to the farmer. These include AGRA, WFP, UNODC, 
UNHCR, Total Land Care, The Ministry of Agriculture and 
special thanks to the office of the Honourable Vice President 
of Malawi for according us his distinguished presence. 

Sheila Keino 
Action Africa Director, Malawi 

Figure 2 Summary of fertilizer distribution by region

Prions Zomba 

Refugee Camp speech to recipients at Dzaleka Refugee Camp 

Malawi Map on Fertilizer Distribution across the Country 

Vice President Briefing at the official programmes launch 
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The Vice President of the Republic of Malawi, Dr. Saulos 
Chilima launched the Yara Action Africa, thriving farms 
thriving program and the Bayer, better farms better future 
program on  Monday, 21st September 2020. The launch 
of the program was at the Smallholder Farmers Fertiliser 
Revolving Fund of Malawi (SFFRFM) offices at Kanengo in 
Lilongwe.

The Vice President who is also passionate about improving 
food security through taking measures that lessen the 
burden of high fertilizer costs to all farmers in Malawi 
commended Yara International and all partners for rolling 
out the program that is aimed at mitigating the adverse 
impacts of COVID-19 on agriculture production, especially 
on, smallholder farmers. 

“The coming in of Action Africa to target farmers who 
are economically disadvantaged that even the MK 4, 495 
($USD 6)  per bag of fertilizer is beyond reach for them is 
highly commendable and appreciated by the government. 
“Through these combined efforts it is my sincere hope that 
our farmers will not only be food and nutrition secure but 
also be able to increase income generation for their own 
families,” Chilima said. 

Vice President of the 
Republic of Malawi,  

Dr. Saulosi Klaus Chilima 
Launches Yara Action 

Africa Program
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In his remarks, the Vice President, who is also Minister 
for Economic Planning, Development and Public Sector 
Reforms, also underscored the need for Malawi smallholder 
farmers to diversify crop production, “We also need to 
diversify our crop base, and therefore, farmers should be 
encouraged to grow more than one crop including both 
food and cash crops. It is, therefore, encouraging that the 
Action Africa programme gives farmers the opportunity to 
test out new crops especially crops that can be exported,” 
he said. 

He also commeded AFAP for providing farmers with 
extension services to go with the donated inputs, “And more 
important is the fact that the farmers will also be trained in 
good agricultural practices.”

The Vice President, finally, called for transparency from all 
stakeholders implementing the program, and also diligence 
from all Malawians to transform their lives. 

The Vice President launched the event by handing bags of 
fertilizer and seed to a select number of farmers present and 
concluded by flaggint off the many number of trucks that 
were at the launch that proceeded to deliver fertilizer to 
deliver the 100,000 bags of fertilizer that reached vulnerable 
farming families in Malawi.  
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The Malawi Minister of agriculture, Mr. Lobin Lowe, MP, 
appreciated the Yara Action Africa thriving farms thriving 
futures and Bayer better farms better future programs at the 
joint launch on 21st September 2020. 

“Let me take this opportunity to thank both Yara International 
and Bayer for this timely donation that will help farmers to 
become food secure in the wake of the COVID19 pandemic,” 
Lowe said. “Let me also thank all non-governmental 
organizations led by AFAP who are distributing the fertilizer 
to all farmers for excellent coordination and transport 
logistics,” he added.

The minister also said that, low levels of productivity 
have derailed industrialization efforts and prevented the 
promotion of sound agri-processing industries in Malawi, 
and there is, therefore, a need to have a deliberate strategy 
to promote agricultural productivity for both traditional and 
non-traditional crops, to not only tackle food insecurity in 
our country but  also boost incomes for our farmers.

 The minister also recognized the complementarity of the 
program with government programs, “Action Africa  will 
complement Affordable Inputs Program (AIP) by focusing 
on the poorest of the poor in our rural communities; 
collectively developing a pro-active response that 
anticipates the challenges that are now appearing from the 
Covid 19 pandemic.” 

He emphasized the aim of the program which is to prevent a 
future food security crisis and protect production especially 
for the poorest smallholder farmers, especially those that 
were not targeted in the AIP such as prisoners and refugees.

Malawi Minister of 
Agriculture appreciates 

Yara Action Africa 
Program
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Shaping Agriculture

WHAT’S POSSIBLE BEGINS WITH  
WHAT WE CAN IMAGINE.

At Bayer, we believe human ingenuity can shape the future 
of agriculture. For more than 150 years, we’ve used science 
and imagination to advance health and nutrition. And 
together, we can achieve so much more.
Building a Better Future Through Farming

We’re committed to a world in which all life can thrive, 
together. Where hunger and climate change are relegated 
to the history books. Where farmers can work more 
sustainably to accomplish more, with less. Where agriculture 
continues to help improve the quality of life for families 
and communities around the world. In short, we’re finding 
sustainable ways to address many of humanity’s biggest 
challenges. 

We’re committed to a world where biodiversity thrives 
in harmony with humankind. Where hunger and climate 
change are terms relegated to history books. Where farms 
are more sustainable, with plants that are more adaptive and 
resilient, to help improve life for families and communities. 
In short, where agriculture is part of the solution.
 As a new leader in agriculture, we have the opportunity and 
the responsibility to grasp this moment. To continue moving 
humanity forward by tirelessly shaping what’s possible.

https://www.cropscience.bayer.com/

The Vice President of the Republic of Malawi, Dr. Saulos Chilima

The Territory Manager, Thyphord Chirwa at the Program Launch at 
Kanengo, Lilongwe, Malawi.  >
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BAYER -  BETTER FARMS BETTER  
LIVES PROGRAM MALAWI 

Through its “Better Farms, Better Lives” initiative, Bayer is 
supporting a number of smallholder farmers in Africa that 
are facing additional challenges resulting from COVID-19. 
Bayer, as part of its societal engagement activities is 
providing seed as well as trainings and market access to 
select farmers. Bayer, which its vision “Health for all, Hunger 
for none,” believes that by supporting up to 700,000 
smallholder farmers who are facing increased challenges 
due to COVID-19 pandemic in Africa, this will help fight 
hunger and boost food security. The Better Farms Better 
Lives Programme was flagged off on September 21st 2000 
in Malawi alongside the Yara Action Africa program launch 
by the The Vice President of the Republic of Malawi, Dr. 
Saulos Chilima. This program is being implemented across 
other parts of Africa including  Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, 
Nigeria, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi and Zimbabwe

Liam Condon, President of Bayer’s Crop Science Division 
expressed his hopes, saying, “Smallholder farmers are 
essential to providing food security to billions of people, but 
the on-going COVID pandemic is placing extra challenges 
on their ability to produce food for their communities and 
beyond,” he said. “In this critical time, our hope is that our 
Better Farms, Better Lives initiative, additional support and 
partnerships with local and global NGOs will not only result 
in resilience for smallholders but will also ensure this current 
health and economic crisis does not turn into a hunger 
crisis,” he added.
In Malawi, the program distributed 100 metric tones to 
50,000 farmers across all regions of the country. Speaking 
at the program launch at Kanengo, in Lilongwe, the Bayer 
Territory Manager, Mr Thyphord Chirwa said that the 
program had come in a time farmers have been distressed 
due to COVID19 to give them an upper hand in bottling 
up COVID19 impacts. “As experts in agriculture, we plan 
to distribute the seed in good time so that farmers can 
properly plan for production. We understand that farmers 
have been distressed due to COVID19, and farmers haven’t 
been able to access the market, so we noticed that gap and 
we decided to donate this seed,” Chirwa said. Chirwa also 
pointed out that Bayer had, in the program, incorporated 
good agricultural practices trainings for farmers so that they 
maximize their yield. He also appreciated the Yara Action 
Africa, Thriving Farms Thriving Future program for the 
fertilizer donation which complimented the Bayer Better 
Farms Better Lives program.
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In Phalombe a total of 3600 (50Kgs) bags of NPK fertilizer 
were distributed to 3600 vulnerable farmers. The distribution 
of fertilizer was conducted by WFP in its complementary 
activities sites and the current Food For Asset (FFA) sites. 
The targeted HHs were drawn from 10 GVHs; 4 from 
current FFA sites and 6 from complementary GVHs. In 
terms of beneficiaries’ breakdown; 1800 HHs were from 
complementary GVHs and the 1800 HHs were from currently 
FFA sites. Among other factors beneficiaries were selected 
based on: being FFA beneficiaries, own a piece of land 
(minimum of 0.5 acres), own no major common livestock, 
such as cattle, do not receive any formal wages, and do 
not participate in regular income-generating activity. The 
fertilizer delivery to distribution points started during the 
4th week of September and the distribution was conducted 
the following week, targeting TA Jenala which received 600 
bags, TA Nkhumba which received 1200 bags, TA Chiwalo 
which received 1200 bags and TA Nazombe which received 
600 bags, summing up to a total of 3600 bags. WFP hopes 
that the fertilizer will improve food availability at household 
level.

WFP FARMERS FEEDBACKS 

Margret Wyson, 60 Years Old, hails from Kaledzera Village, TA 
Kaledzera in Phalombe district, is expecting to harvest more 
in the 2020/2021 production as she had received a 50 Kg 
bag from Yara Action Africa program. “I am very grateful for 
the program. I am expecting to harvest more this year than 
last year because I will apply fertilizer in my maize garden, 
last year I didn’t apply fertilizer,” she said. She also indicated 
that since she had received the free fertilizer, she has used 
her savings to buy food for her household, “The donation 
has saved my money and now I have managed to buy food 

Phalombe Distribution 
Overview 

Magret Wyson with her bag at her house, Phalombe.

The World Food Programme 
 
The World Food Programme (WFP) is the leading 
humanitarian organization saving lives and changing lives, 
delivering food assistance in emergencies and working with 
communities to improve nutrition and build resilience. 

As the international community has committed to end 
hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition 
by 2030, one in nine people worldwide still do not have 
enough to eat. Food and food-related assistance lie at the 
heart of the struggle to break the cycle of hunger and 
poverty. 

WFP’s efforts focus on emergency assistance, relief and 
rehabilitation, development aid and special operations. 
Two-thirds of WFP’s work is in conflict-affected countries 
where people are three times more likely to be 
undernourished than those living in countries without 
conflict. 

For its efforts to combat hunger, for its contribution to 
bettering conditions for peace in conflict-affected areas 
and for acting as a driving force in efforts to prevent 
the use of hunger as a weapon of war and conflict, 
WFP was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2020.               
 https://www.wfp.org/
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for my family because I only harvested two bags during 
the previous season,” she said. Magret also commended 
the organizers of the program for the timeliness and also 
the perfect organization of the whole distribution.“
I am expecting to harvest more this year than last year 
because last year I did not apply fertilizer. I am hopeful 
that I will harvest 5 bags of maize,” Modester Edson said. 
Modester, a woman aged 57, is one of the beneficiaries 
from Kaledzera Village, TA Kaledzera in Phalombe, and 
lauded Yara International for the timely donation which 
had saved her some money that she used to buy iron 
sheets and hire a carpenter for roofing. Modester also said 
that, unlike other programs, the Yara Action Africa program 
had no challenges, “there were no challenges, I went to the 
distribution point and got my bag, as simple as that,” she 
said.

“Without applying fertilizer here, in Phalombe, a farmer 
cannot harvest bumper yield. This fertilizer is a sure harvest 
for us. Thank you so much for the fertilizer,” Christina 
Mmora said. The 53 Years Old woman commended Yara for 
the timely support saying that the fertilizer came before 
she planted her seed. Christina who hails from Kaledzera 
Village, TA Kaledzera in Phalombe, reported that she 
bought food and school materials from the savings she 
had planned to purchase fertilizer.

Asiyileni Kaduya, a young man aged 20, from Kaledzera 
village in Phalombe applauded the Yara Action Africa 
program. Speaking in an interview with WFP, Asiyileni who 
received his bag of fertilizer in the first week of October 
said, “Am grateful for the timely support, timely because 
the fertilizer was received before the rainy season and I 
have already applied the fertilizer in my garden.” He also 
said that if there will be enough rains, he is expecting 
to harvest more this year than the previous year. From 
the money he saved after he received the bag, Asiyileni 
bought a plastic sheet for his house.

Modester with her bag at her house roofed with iron sheets from the savings.

Christina with her bag of fertilizer at her home, Phalombe Asiyiline At His House, Phalombe.

>
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Oliva Namanya, aged 45, is one of the beneficiaries 
of the Yara Action Africa from Kaledzera Village, GVH 
Kaledzera, TA Kaledzera in Phalombe. Oliva who had, at 
the interviews, already planted her maize and had applied 
half of the fertilizer hopes that the fertilizer will increase 
her agricultural yield, she hopes to harvest more than she 
did in the 2019/2020 production season in which she 
produced without applying fertilizer. Oliva was pleased 
with the distribution, that it happened in a good time, and 
appreciated Yara for the support, “Through the program, I 
now have basal fertilizer and what is remaining is the top-
dressing fertilizer, and what I saved for basal fertilizer I have 
used it to buy food for my family. I can’t be more grateful,” 
she said.

“I am expecting to harvest more this year than last year 
because last year I did not apply fertiliser in my field 
because I had no money,” Norman Gelemu said. Gelemu, 
a woman aged 38, from Kaledzera village in Phalombe 
had praised organizers of the distribution of the fertilizer 
for the timely distribution and also for the well organized 
distributed. “The distribution was well organized,  no issues 
were observed during the distribution,” she reported. The 
savings for purchasing basal fertilizer, she used it to buy 
food for her family after that she had received from the 
donation.

Oliver with the remaining half of the fertilizer, Kaledzera Village, Phalombe.

Gelemu with her bag of the Yara Action Africa Program fertilizer, Kaledzera 
village, Phalombe

>

>

Christina Dyson with her bag at Home, Phalombe

Christina Dyson, 22, hails Kaledzera Village, GVH Kaledzera, 
TA Kaledzera in Phalombe. Christina received a 50 Kgs 
bag of NPK fertilizer from the Yara Action Africa program. 
Expressing her expectations she said, “I am expecting to 
harvest more this year than last year because last year I did 
not apply fertilizer in my field, I had no money.” Christina 
saved some money for fertilizer and after that she received 
the fertilizer, she used some of the savings to buy food for 
my family and also pay labourers to weed my garden.

>
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“I am expecting to harvest bumper yields this year because 
of the fertilizer,” Mcleasure Laisani said. Mcleasure, a woman 
aged 42 comes from Chasenza village in Chikwawa and she 
was one of the Yara Action Africa program.  She received 
her bag on 30th September 2020, and she commends Yara 
that the support was timely, giving her time to prepare. “I 
used the money I saved for basal  fertilizer to buy millet 
and sorghum seed which I could not if it wasn’t for the 
program,” she said.

Mustafa Mbunju, 35 years old man hails from Khumbulani 
Village in Chikwawa. Mustafa received his 50Kgs bag of 
fertilizer on 2nd October 2020. In an interview, Mustafa said 
that he expects to harvest more this year on the condition 
that there are good rains. “If what the rain calendar holds 
about heatwave will not become reality, am sure about 
more harvest this year,” he said. Mustafa used the money 
he saved for basal fertilizer to buy crop seeds. 

Vincent Kamalizeni, 39, hails from Khungubwe village in 
Chikwawa. He received his bag on 30th September 2020 
and had commended Yara for the timeliness of the support 
and great organization during distribution. “As to whether I 
will harvest more or not, that depends on the weather. But 
I am hopeful,” he said.

Mcleasure Laisani with her bag of fertilizer at her home, Chikwawa

Mustafa carrying his bag from the distribution point, Chikwawa.

>
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Mrs Agness Kainja, aged 25, hails from Amini Village, TA 
Mbera in Balaka. She lauded Yara and AFAP for the timely 
support and she hopes that she will harvest more this 
2020/2021 production season than she did in 2019/2020 
production season. “I will harvest more this season, I have 
enough inputs,” she said. “I have also added another bag 
from what I saved for fertilizer just to make sure that I have 
enough inputs,” she added. 
 

“The distribution was timely and well organized, the 
beneficiary list was available, a very transparent program. 
I am expecting more harvest this season than the 
previous one, now I have inputs,” John Wisiki. Wisiki, 71, 
from Amini Village in Balaka appreciated the support by 
Yara and AFAP, he was excited for the gift. He also said 
that the money he saved to purchase basal fertilizer has 
used it to buy food for his family.

Agness Kainja, 25 Amin Village, TA Mbera, Balaka                                                       

John Wisiki, 71, Amin village, Balaka

>

>
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ZOMBA DISTRIBUTION BRIEF – MAI ANASTANZIA IN PICTURES

Mai Anastanzia coming out of the warehouse with fertilizer on 5th October 2020

NPK fertilizer at her veranda on 3rd December, 2020

She is very happy with the fertilizer support and ready to apply following the instructions 

provided by AFAP on a poster. 3rd December, 2020
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food rations to inmates has been a challenge for the past 
decades. He added saying that even when such is the case 
the prisons still have the potential to feed themselves and 
even support their recurrent expenditures if proper systems 
and enabling policies are in place. He, in his remarks, hailed 
Yara International for the support stating that it will feed 
into the potential that prisons have to feed themselves 
and, in turn, improve prisoners’ living standards. 

The minister pledged that the government will continue to 
provide a supportive environment for similar development 
initiatives. And he urged prison management to safeguard 
the donation for abuse that the inputs should match 
the production; “Let us make good use of the donation 
and match inputs with production. Take the donation 
as a challenge on your capabilities to deliver in prison 
agriculture,” he said.

He equally commended Action Africa a week later for also 
supporting the refugee community and host community 
that reside side by side at the Dzaleka refugee camp for 
the donation. Such efforts support the community to live 
in harmony as tensions flare up from time to time as has 
been happening around the Dzaleka community. 

MINISTER OF HOMELAND AFFAIRS HAILED YARA ACTION 
AFRICA COVID19 FERTILIZER RESPONSE

The Minister of Homeland Security, Honorable Richard 
Chimwendo Banda, MP, lauded Yara International for 
the COVID19 fertilizer response. The Minister, who is also 
the leader of the National Assembly commended Yara 
International at the official hand-over ceremony of 300 
metric tones to The Malawi Prisons Service (MPS) at the 
Prison Headquarters in Zomba which was held on 28th 
September 2020 and subsequently the handover of 90 
tonnes donated to the Refugugee Community at Dzaleka 
Refuguee camp a week later.

“Let me register my appreciation to Yara, AFAP and UNODC 
for the gesture of goodwill accorded to the Government 
of Malawi through the Ministry of Homeland Security. You 
have demonstrated that you are indeed a true partner 
in development at this moment the Government is 
championing transformation agenda,” Banda said in his 
remarks as he launched this exercise at the Zomba Prison 
in Southern Malawi.

The Minister also pointed out that providing adequate 

Inmates and Refugee 
Lives Matter 

Zomba Prison Launch by the Minister of Homeland Security, Hon Richard Chimwendo Banda 
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Dzaleka Refugee Camp Inputs Launch by the Minister of 
Homeland Security, Hon Richard Chimwendo Banda 
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The United Nations Office on 
Drugs and Crime (UNODC)

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC; 
French: Office des Nations unies contre la drogue et le 
crime) is a United Nations office that was established in 
1997 as the Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention 
by combining the United Nations International Drug 
Control Program (UNDCP) and the Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice Division in the United Nations Office at 

Vienna. It is a member of the United Nations Development 
Group and was renamed the United Nations Office on 
Drugs and Crime in 2002. 

UNODC works to inform the world about the dangers of 
drug abuse and to strengthen international action against 
drug production, trafficking and drug-related crime. 
UNODC also works to improve crime prevention and to 
assist with criminal justice reform in a number of countries.

https://www.unodc.org/
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Action Africa goes to 
Zomba Prison Malawi 
with UNODC

UNODC, the custodian of the UN Standard Minimum Rules 
for the treatment of Prisoners thanked AFAP for making it 
come to fruition the initiative that started as a dialogue – a 
dialogue, which was then a mere expectation to support 
the production of not only food but enough food for 
prisoners in Malawi through a consignment of 300 metric 
tons of fertilizer and maize seed from YARA International 
and Bayer through UNODC and AFAP, which had on the 
28th of September 2020 become a reality.

In his remarks, at the official hand-over ceremony, the 
UNODC representative, Dr. Henry Ndindi, quoted one of the 
UN Standard Minimum rules also known as Mandela Rules 
which says; “Every prisoner shall be provided by the prison 
administration at the usual hours with food of nutritious 
value adequate for health and strength, of wholesome 
quality and well prepared and served.” He said that the 
donation is therefore to support prisons to meet the 
requirements of this rule by improving prison agricultural 
production, thereby, making food accessible to all prisoners.

In Malawi, UNODC through funding from Royal Norwegian 
Embassy supports Malawi Prison Service farms with 
agriculture machinery, fertilizer, hybrid seeds, agro-
chemicals, agriculture training, and extension services, 
in order to promote sustainable commercialized crop 
production and food provision within the prisons. However, 
Dr. Ndindi said that this has only reached a few prisons and 
also not making full use of the available farming land in 
prison farms. He, therefore, commended Yara International 
and Bayer for coming forward to strengthen this sustainable 
food production by providing quality maize seeds and 
fertilizer in this period where COVID-19 has brought in 
some challenges in places like prisons, the support which 
will reach out to many prison farms.

“It is hoped that the timely donation, will ensure increase 
the cultivated hectarage within prisons, with resultant 
increased maize yield,” Ndindi said. 
 
Upon the fertilizer handover, the Chief Commissioner for 
prisons, Ms. Wandika Phiri underlined that the department 
has 1000 hectares of arable land which due to lack of 

resources the department only uses 500 hectares. She 
thus hailed Yara Action African program for the support. 
”The timely donation by Yara through AFAP and other 
development partners will help expand the hectares,” 
she said. She emphasized that they will use the resources 
donated diligently and prudently so that prisons have 
the capacity to provide better meals to prisoners who are 
summing up to more than 11,000.
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Dzaleka Refugee Camp is home to over 47,469 refugees 
and asylum seekers, mainly from the Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC), Burundi, Rwanda, Ethiopia, and Somalia. 96 
percent live below moderate to ultra-poverty line in Dzaleka 
Refugee Camp. This is high in comparison to the national 
population in Malawi. There are many challenges faced by 
the refugees and asylum seekers in Dzaleka, among which 
is insufficient food ration due to funding. For instance, the 
July to September 2020 food distribution could only reach 
out to 75 percent of the population. 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 
Malawi, through pro-livelihoods advocacy initiatives, 
engaged in discussions with traditional leaders, Ministry 
of Homeland Security, the District Executive Committee 
including the district commissioner’s office for host 
communities to provide access to land that would benefit 
both refugees and host communities. For instance, UNHCR 
through its partner the Churches Action in Relief and 
Development (CARD) launched the first 25ha solar-powered 
irrigation scheme called Tatolonga. The initiative which was 
launched in 2018 to curb food ration insufficiencies by 
assisting 50 refugee households has, this year 2020, scaled-
up and assists 50 more refugee households, increasing the 
total number of beneficiaries to 100. 

Yara through its partner AFAP, which worked hand-in-hand 
with UNHCR, supported these farming households at 
Dzaleka Refugee Camp with 1800 (50Kgs) bags of fertilizer. 
This support is expected to triple the yield of the farming 
households who could not afford farm inputs on their 
own and were not targeted in the Malawi government 
Affordable Input Program (AIP). Thus, in turn, improve their 
livelihoods resulting in increased income, increased savings, 

Fertilizer and Seeds 
goes to Dzaleka 

Refugee Camp 

Solar Powered Irrigation Scheme in Dzaleka camp
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improved food security, improved health, and increased 
self-confidence as they participate in high yielding crop 
production.

UNHCR RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE  
INPUTS HANDOVER 

In her handover speech, the UNHCR Representative, Fatima 
Mohammed-Cole, named the handover day a historic day 
because Malawi had made great strides towards inclusive 
development by accepting Yara Action Africa donation to 
refugees at Dzaleka. She said that the Malawi government 
was on this day fulfilling its pledges to include refugees 
into national development plans including social 
protection programmes. She also underlined that the 
support was targeted to people who indeed needed it, the 
most vulnerable. “We should not forget that the COVID-19 
Pandemic has deeply impacted the refugees, adding 
vulnerability to vulnerabilities, crises on top of multiple 
other layers of crisis. The provision of fertilizer and hybrid 
Maize to 1800 households from the refugee and host 
community targeting the extremely vulnerable families 
makes the event more historic and memorable in Malawi 
today,” she said.

She hailed Yara, Bayer, AFAP and all partners for the support 
which was not only timely but inclusive. She challenged 
other stakeholders to borrow a leaf from Yara as well as 
AFAP, “Improving livelihoods and achieving economic 
inclusion of refugees and host communities cannot be 
done by the government of Malawi and UNHCR alone 
but necessitates the engagement of a broad range of 
stakeholders, leveraging the added value and strategic 

positioning of different actors. AFAP, BAYER and YARA have 
dared us today, and all actors need to take a leaf from 
this progressive approach to support the government of 
Malawi with the inclusion agenda,” she said.

THE COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES APPLAUDS THE 
INPUTS INITIATIVE BY YARA AND BAYER

The commissioner for refugees, Mr. Kennedy A.L Nkhoma, 
applauded Yara International, Bayer and AFAP for the 
1800 bags of fertilizer and 1800 bags of seed donation to 
refugees at Dzaleka refugee camp.  In his remarks at the 
handover ceremony of the inputs on 7th October 2020, 
the commissioner underscored that a  total of 1,041 
refugees and 759 Malawians amongst the vulnerable 
groups will benefit from this donation. “I am pleased 
with the developments that are taking place as they are 
in line with Malawi’s commitment towards the Global 
Compact on Refugees and the country’s pledge towards 
the Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework (CRRF),” 
he said. He also added that the government of Malawi 
is looking at the inclusion of refugees in the National 
Agenda and the promotion of the self-reliance of refugees 
so that they also contribute towards the socio-economic 
development of the country, as such, the donation had 
contributed to the agenda.

The Commissioner for Refugees then invited the Minister 
of Homeland Security Hon. Richard Chimwendo Banda 
who officiated over the official handing over of the 
fertilizer to both the refugee community and host country 
beneficiaries.  
 

UNHCR 

Established on December 14, 1950, United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) was and still is 
mandated by the United Nations to lead and coordinate 
international action for the worldwide protection of 
refugees and the resolution of refugee problems. UNHCR’s 
primary purpose is to safeguard the rights and well-being 
of refugees.

In its efforts to achieve this objective, UNHCR strives 
to ensure that everyone can exercise the right to seek 
asylum and find safe refuge in another State and to return 
home voluntarily. By assisting refugees to return to their 
own country or to settle permanently in another country, 
UNHCR also seeks lasting solutions to their plight. 

UNHCR, which is now active in 135 states, supporting over 
86 million displaced people, seeks to reduce situations 
of forced displacement by encouraging states and other 
institutions to create conditions which are conducive to 
the protection of human rights and the peaceful resolution 
of disputes. In pursuit of the same objective, UNHCR 
actively seeks to consolidate the reintegration of returning 
refugees in their country of origin, thereby averting the 
recurrence of refugee-producing situations.

In Malawi, UNHCR supports over 47,469 refugees at 
Dzaleka Refugee Camp who mainly come from the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Burundi, Rwanda, Somalia, 
and Ethiopia.

https://www.unhcr.org/
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The Minister of Homeland Security Hon. Chimwendo Banda fielding questions from the Press 
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Lutepo assisting one of the beneficiary living with a disability

Chikwendeni General Dealer, one of the agro-dealers under 
the AFAP Agro-dealer Hubs distributed 3600 (50Kgs) bags 
of Yara Action Africa fertilizer to farmers in Jenda, Mzimba 
district. 

Farmers who received the fertilizer appreciated the program 
knowing that the fertilizer will increase their yield. “Initially, 
when farmers were told that they will receive fertilizer 
they thought that it was mere hearsay, a joke really. But 
their doubts were replaced by excitement as they carried 
their one bag each from our shop. Their excitement was 
vivid, and they appreciated Yara and AFAP for the support, 
it is a great gesture of kindness in the wake of COVID19. 
And above all they are expecting high yields this 2020/21 
production season,” Edgar Lutepo of Chikwendeni General 
Dealers reported.

“The program has helped our business to become a more 
trusted brand. People all around Jenda are now trusting 
us, for, we were part of the program which distributed 
fertilizer to them for free. We are now a credible brand, the 
Yara fertilizer we distributed is of high quality, and farmers 
themselves are testifying,” Lutepo said. 

The enterprise which also supports 10 farmers organization 
with seeds has experienced a boost in their business sales 
as many farmers in Jenda are flocking to their shop, they 
have now won more trust from the community and their 
customer base has increased, thus more sales and profits. 

“The trust is a social capital and customers’ goodwill is to us of 
great importance, this capital takes time to go,” Lutepo said. 
Lutepo also pointed out that the program has strengthened 
the bond that the business has with the farmers and the 
community.

Helping Agro-Dealers 
become more trusted 

community brands 
(Edgar Lutepo – Chikwendeni  

General Dealers)
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AGROMIX –  Action 
Africa was a 
humanitarian yet 
unique selling feature 

“It was a unique selling feature, giving fertilizer for free 
while others are selling, it has created a great competitive 
advantage for us as a business,” Isaac Simeon of AgroMix 
enterprise said. AgroMix is one of AFAP’s hub agrodealer 
that has its shops in Blantyre, Thyolo, Phalombe and 
Nsanje. It distributed 3000 bags of the Yara Action Action 
program to 3000 farmers; in Nsanje 1200 bags, Thyolo 1200 
bags and Blantyre 600 bags. As one of AFAP agrodealers, 
AgroMix identified the beneficiaries, selecting the most 
vulnerable households such as; childheaded households, 
femaleheaded households and the elderly who could not 
quickly recover from the COVID19 impacts.  

“Farmers were very happy, to them it was a surprise,” 
Simeon said. “It has stimulated demand. Not only have we 
maintained our customer base but we have also expanded 
it, in some areas I can confidently say that we have doubled 
both our customer base and sales,” he added. He also 
highlighted that more people are coming to their shops, 
some because they now trust their brand and others with 
the hope that they can be included in a similar program in 
the future. 
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DEBS Agrodealer has experienced a business boost after 
being involved in the Yara Action Africa thriving farms, 
thriving future, and Bayer better farms better future 
programs. DEBS which has its depots in Machinga Balaka 
and Ntcheu has had a business shift from selling 1 ton of 
fertilizer to 1000 metric tones. 

“Before we started the partnership with AFAP in 2018, our 
business was barely selling fertilizer and our competitors 
would laugh at us saying, ‘why are you bothering yourself 
in this partnership, you don’t even sell fertilizer,’ but I didn’t 
relent, I still attended the AFAP trainings and worked hard 
to grow the business. With Action Africa, the enterprise 
distributed 3600 bags to farmers, our product portfolio 
has grown and we are selling more fertilizer than before. 
Farmers are coming to us seeking more fertilizer and other 
inputs. The initiative has indeed boosted our business that 
we are now even participating in THE Government subsidy,  
The Affordable Inputs Program (AIP),” Mercy Karerama of 
DEBS Agrodealers said. The business receives development 
support from AFAP through the hub agrodealer program. 
“It is like a dream to see a mass of farmers around our shops 
buying fertilizer. It all began in one of the AFAP trainings in 
which we were encouraged to apply to the government 
subsidy program and we did apply and were granted a 
contract for this season. Sheila, the AFAP Country Director 
encouraged us to apply and we did. At the training, AFAP 
had brought on board NBS bank to present their producs 
portfolio to us because our businesses need financial 
boosting to enable us have the capacity to serve our farmers.. 
We signed a loan agreement with the bank and are now 
participating in the AIP program this year. Here we are today 
having moved from 1 ton to a thousands tonnes, this is a 
great breakthrough for us as an enterprise,” Kererama said.

Debs Agrodelaer in the Yara Action Africa distributed 3600 
(50Kgs) bags of NPK fertilizer to 3600 farmers, each of its 
three depots distributed 1200 bags. The enterprise also 
distributed 1800 (2Kgs) bags of improved seed to farmers 
through the Bayer better farms better future program. The 
Yara initiative has brought to light DEBS agrodealer, “Most 
farmers, only knew our competitors but now the farmers are 
even identifying with us, they call themselves DEBS farmers. 
The demand has increased that some Chiefs are asking us to 
open a shop in their communities,” Karerama added. 

The farmers that received the inputs are grateful for 
the support and expect an improvement in their yield 
production. The initiative has also encouraged farmers in 
Machinga, Balaka, and Ntcheu to engage more in irrigation 
farming. Reports from the farmers that DEBS enterprise 
works with and provides extension services to has shown 
that there has been an increase in irrigation production, 
especially  for tomatoes and green maize. The seed and 
fertilizer has been a blessing to the farmers and indeed a 
great blessing to our business remarked Karerama who had 
a very big smile on her face. 

Action Africa also 
boosted our businesses
(Mercy Karerama – Debs Agrodealer)
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African women in 
Agribusiness network 
(AWAB) in Yara Action 
Africa Program

The African Women in Agribusiness Network (AWAB), a 
network of women who are in agribusiness, aims to propel 
women’s agricultural activities beyond subsistence farming 
and into viable businesses that participate equitably in the 
agricultural value chain in Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzania, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe. In Malawi, it has a membership of 
12 women who are engaged in seed multiplication venture, 
agrodealership and other agricultural-related enterprises 
that “will put food on tables and money in women’s 
pockets,” in Grace Mijiga Mhango’s words, one of AWAB 
Malawi leaders and owner of Afri-seed company. In the 
Yara Action Africa program,  AWAB distributed 1200 bags to 
women who are vulnerable to extreme poverty in Lilongwe 
and Salima, 600 bags each district. Speaking in an interview, 
Grace stated that some of the farmers used the fertilizer in 
irrigation production and that most will use it in the rainfed 
production. “Farmers greatly appreciated the donation, as 
some have already seen the effect right from the irrigated 
farms. They are even demanding more of the fertilizer and 
are asking us if we have stock for sale,” Grace said. 

Grace also highlighted that the program has had significant 
social and economic implications. “From a social perspective, 
the program helped most farmers in their plight. COVID19 
had affected the agricultural supply chain, farmers could 
not access inputs from the market and could not find 
better markets due to lockdowns, thus, they earned low 
value and could not be able to buy fertilizer, the program 
perfectly responded to that,” she said. “From the economic 
aspect, the program has helped our businesses as women 
in Agribusiness to expand their customer base, as farmers 
are now demanding and buying more fertilizer and other 
products from us, in turn, our enterprise is earning more 
profits,” she added. Cementing on Grace’s points, Limbani 
Kakowa, AFAP Monitoring and Evaluation officer said, “The 
donation targeted the most vulnerable women, and AWAB 
directors commended AFAP for targeting AWAB which 
works with women not only to promote the women in 
business but also the beneficiary women in the villages.” 
Limbani reported of a woman from TA Ndindi in Salima 
who in appreciating the program said, “As cheap as the 
government Affordable Input Program fertilizer is, I cannot 
still afford it. I don’t know where I can get the MK 4,995 for 
AIP, I have kids and I don’t a husband. Many thanks to you 
AFAP, you have assisted me with this bag.”
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INTRODUCTION

In August 2020, AFAP approached TLC to participate in 
the distribution of fertilizer as a donation to the people 
of Malawi to offer relief to smallholder farmers during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. TLC started the process by briefing 
Agricultural Development Officers in the districts of Mchinji, 
Kasungu and Mzimba to help with the secure storage 
of fertilizer in the districts targeted while organizing the 
selection of beneficiary farmers. All concerned Directors 
were quite positive. Those who had space for warehousing 
offered such space and those who did not were quite open 
to say so.

ROLE OUT OF FERTILIZER

In September 2020, TLC received 7200 bags of NPK fertilizer 
(360 tons), with a breakdown of 1800 bags for Mchinji, 2400 
bags for Kasungu and 3000 bags for Mzimba. Identification 
of beneficiary farmers was done in collaboration with 
the District Agricultural Offices. Thereafter the exercise 
commenced to distribute the fertilizer to the selected 
beneficiaries at designated locations with the presence of 
local leaders to witness the process. Information collected 
on each beneficiary included name, ID number, gender, 
village, and EPA. During the distribution process, TLC and 
District Agriculture staff also explained the proper handling 
and application of the fertilizer. To date, a total of 7171 bags 
were distributed. The remaining 29 bags will be finalized the 
first week of December because some beneficiaries could 
not collect their fertilizer due to illness or issues with identity 
cards. Identity cards were critical to minimize distributing 
more than one bag per beneficiary.

Overall, no major challenges were encountered during 
the whole operation because TLC engaged relevant 
stakeholders at every step. TLC was also given the freedom 
to operationalize the program at times convenient to 
all parties, especially the beneficiaries. This helped to 
reduce logistical problems and conflicts. TLC and District 
Agricultural staff will make follow-ups during the season 
to document impacts from the fertilizer on yields and 
household food security. 

Yara fertilizer 
distribution by Total 

Land Care (TLC) 
Malawi 
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“I was excited to be part of one of the most exciting programs, 
the Yara Action Africa Program. When I was told about the 
amount of fertilizer that we were to distribute, myself, as an 
Operation Lead of the program could not believe that we will 
distribute 5000 metric tones to farmers for free, partners and 
farmers could not likewise believe it. Most farmers would ask, 
‘Is this really free or it is a loan,’ the chunk was unbelievable, 
and when the dream became reality, they called it ‘miracle 
fertilizer.’ When we were in the fields, the ministry of agriculture 
encouraged us, they commended us for the timeliness of 
the distribution and also the logistics which did not incur 
warehouse cost as the fertilizer was offloaded from the trucks 
straight to farmers. This is, in my experience, one of the greatest 
programs that will help farmers move from vulnerability to 
resilience.” – Fiskani Nyondo, Operation Lead for Yara Action 
Africa Program, AFAP.

“Yara Action Africa program will go down as one of the best 
initiatives that has happened in Malawi this year. Just the 
excitement of the smallholder farmers upon receiving one 
bag of fertilizer was one of my most gratifying moments in the 
program. The level of collaboration between the government 
and the private sector partners also signified a strong public-
private partnership.” – Limbani Kakowa, M&E Officer, AFAP.

  “Farmers were very happy upon receiving the fertilizer, it was 
something they never expected. Never did they, in this year, 
expect such a gift, it was a great surprise. And the Agrodealers 
that we worked with were as excited as they were grateful for 
the support, it helped them to widen their customer base. In 

commending the quality of the fertilizer, agrodealers were 
even asking if there are chances and means to purchase Yara 
fertilizer at wholesale and sell at retail in their specific localities. 
I am happy and feel honored to be part of the program that 
has helped many lives.” – Cosmas, Driver, AFAP
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AFAP staff Malawi 
Experience with Action 
Africa 

ACTION AFRICA GOES TO LIKOMA ISLAND, A PLACE THE 
PEOPLE SAID ARE USUALLY FORGOTTEN 

“It was a great experience. I was coordinating the distribution of 
fertilizer in Likoma which is also my home, and I was excited that 
for the first time in a decade my home, Likoma, was included 
in such programs. In most cases, Likoma is excluded due to 
logistical challenges, and most of the programs target the 
mainland. In our case, logistics stood a challenge still, MV Ilala is 
the reliable means of transport but due to COVID19 aftermaths, 
the ship is always congested. In addition, costs of logistics were 
high, as AFAP, we could not afford to pay for logistics from 
Nkhatabay to Likoma using donor money. Lucky enough, the 
Vice President of Malawi, Dr. Saulos Klaus Chilima came in and 
made a huge contribution towards the program in Likoma, 
and we used his support to move fertilizer from Nkhatabay to 
Likoma. The Malawi Shipping Company also offered us a huge 
discount, plus the Vice President’s contribution, the dream came 
true and people in Likoma received their fertilizer. Their smiles 
as they received the fertilizer were captivating and fulfilling. I 
hope that other partners can borrow a leaf and include Likoma 
in their programs in the future, regardless of the challenges .” 
– Maureen Banda, Executive Administrative Manager, AFAP





Mozambique
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In Mozambique, the Yara Action Africa program was 
launched at the Low Limpopo Irrigation Scheme in  Xai-Xai 
district, Gaza province, on September 18, 2020. The Action 
Africa launch was combined with the launching of the 
Government SUSTENTA program, which aims to integrate 
smallholder farmers in the production value chain and 
increase their production capacity.

Present at the ceremony was the President of Mozambique, 
Filipe Nyusi, who flagged off the program, the Minister of 
Agriculture and Rural Development, the Governor of Gaza 
Province, senior officers from the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Rural Development, hundreds of extension agents from the 
public sector  and smallholder farmers.

In his remarks, the President said, “There is need for 
increased use and usage of fertilizers and other productivity-
enhancing inputs by smallholder farmers as a mechanism to 
increase agricultural production, productivity, and income, 
combined with the integration of smallholder farmers into 
agricultural value chains.” The president commended Yara 
and all stakeholders for the donation and was very pleased 
to hear that Yara is already operating in the Mozambican 
market from the Beira Hub.

The President of Mozambique, Filipe Nyusi, and the Minister 
of Agriculture and Rural Development, Celso Ismael Correia, 
interacting with AFAP Country Director, Sergio Ussaca, 
during the Launching Ceremony
 
Fertilizer trucks during the launching ceremony in the low 
Limpopo Irrigation Scheme in Xai-Xai district, Gaza province

Yara Action Africa 
Launch in Mozambique
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In 2017, AFAP established an office in Mozambique to 
support smallholder farmers access fertilizer. Mozambique 
unlike its neighboring countries like Malawi and Zambia 
does not have a fertilizer subsidy program.  Farmers buy 
inputs at market price and this poses a challenge to 
many farmers’ accessibility to improved farm inputs. Most 
smallholder farmers do not use fertilizers because they 
cannot afford them and even when they can afford the 
fertilizer, the sales from maize rarely do cover the cost of 
production leading to more losses. 

Yara International under its Action Africa COVID19 
Response Program, and through the partnership with 
AFAP and CLUSA has this year been a solution to 17,000 
farmers across Mozambique by distributing 1700 metric 
tons of fertilizer to smallholder farmers. Yara Action 
Africa program has brought hope to many Mozambican 
smallholder farmers who in most cases they do not use 
fertilizers. “This is the first time a farmer had received 2 
(50Kgs) bags of fertilizer, and the feedback from farmers 
has been very positive  with lots of excitement and 
appreciation ” Sergio Ussaca, AFAP’s Country Director in 
Mozambique said.

AFAP through its agro-dealers distributed 1400 metric 
tons of fertilizer to farmers. It is in the vision of AFAP to 
strengthen public-private sector partners, and in quest of 
that vision, AFAP works to strengthen agro-dealers thus 

enabling them to supply inputs and other agricultural 
services to smallholder farmers. Together with the agro-
dealers, the government (through its district offices) and 
other stakeholders, AFAP, identified 14000 farmers who 
were beneficiaries of the program, receiving 2 bags each. 
Agrodealers championed the distribution process, farmers 
were receiving their fertilizer from an agro-dealer shop.

“The use of agro-dealers in the program has increased 
demand for fertilizer and other inputs from agro-dealers 
shops, and we are expecting this demand to increase 
more after harvest,” Ussaca said. “We expect more progress 
and growth of the agro-dealers as they expand their 
businesses and promoting them is our passion as AFAP,” 
Ussaca added.

AFAP in conjunction with the government extension 
service also provides extension services to smallholder 
farmers. They establish demonstration plots in which 
new farming techniques are displayed one of which is 
the use of fertilizer. In these demonstration plots, small 
packs of fertilizers are used, and farmers are able to see the 
impact of fertilizer on crop yields but they mostly don’t 
apply fertilizer on their own fields simply because they 
can’t afford the fertilizer. “Yara’s fertilizer donation gives 
our farmers a chance to test and witness the impact of 
fertilizer on yields right on their fields. We are expecting 
that their harvest from the 2020/2021 production season 
will double with the donation,” Ussaca said. 

Farmers after receiving fertilizer in Caia district, Sofala province Farmers posing after receiving fertilizer in Maganja da Costa district, 
Zambezia province

AFAP Mozambique  
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Stimulating Demand in 
Mozambique 

(Luteari – Celia Ribeiro) 

“We have experienced an increase in sales of seeds. Farmers 
who received fertilizer from our shop were also buying a 
minimum of 5Kgs of seed from the shop,” Célia Ribeiro of 
Luteari - Insumos e Serviços Agricolas, Lda said.

Luteari, a Mozambican agro-dealer enterprise under AFAP 
hub agro-dealer program,  received 3500 bags to distribute 
to 1750 farmers in Mozambique, and each farmer received 
two (50Kgs) bags. The agro-dealers, government, and 
together with AFAP, identified the farmers who benefitted 
from the program, and Luteari targeted Chiluvu which 
received 1600 bags, and Pungwe which received 1900 bags.

“This is the first time that farmers have received fertilizer 
for free, and they are very happy. And for those who have 
already applied fertilizer in their fields, precisely irrigated 
fields, they are saying that their fields look very good, 
promising a harvest,” Celia said. 

Celia also said that one of the objectives of the program was 
to stimulate farmers to see the benefit of using fertilizer so 
that when they have a bumper harvest in the 2020/2021 
production season, they can with their own purchased 
fertilizer.

“Most farmers here do not use fertilizer, they only see the 
fertilizer work in demonstration plots, now that they have 
received the fertilizer for their own production we, as a 
business, expect that the demand for fertilizer in the next 
season will increase,” she added.
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NBCA Clusa in Yara 
Action Africa Program

NCBA CLUSA distributed 300 metric tons of Yara Action 
Africa fertilizer to 3,000 smallholder farmers in Mozambique. 
Each farmer received 2 (50Kgs) bags of fertilizer from the 
program. NCBA CLUSA, through its PROMAC II project 
(funded by the Embassy of Norway in Maputo), identified 
smallholder farmers that could benefit from the Yara Action 
Africa program. The selected 3,000 farmers were part of 
PROMAC II´s extension network and thus were receiving 
technical assistance to adopt conservation agriculture 
practices. Through the PROMAC II project, NCBA CLUSA 
also provided a training on proper fertilizer application to 
beneficiary farmers. The Yara Action Africa initiative was also 
implemented in partnership with the project´s network 
of agrodealers who not only stored and assisted with the 
distribution of the fertilizer but also worked closely with the 
project team to ensure that improved seeds were available 
for purchase (at a subsidized price) by farmers receiving the 
fertilizer.

Mr. Fernando Gimo Meque and Mrs.Anita Francisco and 
their three children Estefano Fernando, Silêcio Fernando, 
and Zacarias Fernando. They are farming on 2.5ha of land in 
Bairro Munhadza Muoha Sede, in the Sussundenga district 
of Manica Province.

Mr. Lucas Finiasse and Mrs. Ester Charles have 6 children 
and are farming on 5ha of land in Sussundenga district of 
Manica Province. 
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Beira Agricultural 
Growth Corridor

BACG’s PARTICIPATION IN YARA’S ACTION AFRICA

BACG was delighted to be a part of Action Africa Mozambique. 
The distribution of fertilizer took place over the period 2 to 4 
October 2020. The distribution targeted farmers in irrigation 
schemes and surrounding areas in the Districts of Vanduzi 
(nhamanhende, Campo 4, 7 Abril, Munharari)  Rotanda 
(Mouha, Rotanda, Mussapa e Tsetsera irrigation schemes). 
The process involved preparation of the initial list of 
beneficiaries that was used in the planning of the program, 
confirmation of beneficiary lists prior to distribution, 
informing and mobilisation of farmers to participate in the 
event and registration of actual beneficiaries on the day of 
distribution. Distribution was affected directly off the trucks 
obviating the need for storage prior to distribution. Farmers 
gathered in central locations (local administrative posts) to 
receive the fertilizer. A total of 956 farmers in these locations 
benefitted.  

BAGC extension workers located in each of the target 
irrigation schemes were responsible for all phases of this 
exercise with support from AFAP field staff attached to the 
BAGC Inputs Partnership Programme.

Emerson Zhou, the Executive Director of BACG commended 
Yara for supporting Mozambican farmers in a timely manner 
particularly as the effects of the Idai cyclone were still faced 
by many vulnerable people around the country. 
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Zambia
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Zambia Action  
Africa Rollout 

As a corporate responsibility and a response to the impacts 
of COVID-19 in Zambia, Yara International, in July 2020, 
approached the CFU  to take lead in the distribution of 20,000 
bags of fertilizer to farmers that are under CFU programs. 
CFU which also works with UKAID enlisted its existing field 
and Farmer Coordinator based structure to identify farmers 
that were to be beneficiaries of the program.  

The distribution of fertilizer began in September 2020 and 
ended in late October 2020. The targeting of beneficiaries 
as segregated by region was as follows: 7 000 farmers in the 
Central Region were targeted, 5 000 farmers in the Eastern 
region, 5000 farmers in the Southern Region, and 3 000 
farmers in the Western Region.  

The program was a success and rolled out satisfactorily with 
no major undue issues that impeded the final distribution of 
the fertilizer to individual farmers. The beneficiaries whose 
farm produce is expected to triple due to the fertilizer 
they received appreciated the program and following this 
section are stories from some of the beneficiaries.

Fridah with her two bags of fertilizer

Case Studies:

FRIDAH HAAMWIINGA
Fridah Haamwiinga from Mabele village in Mumbwa 
district is a farmer and an off-rainy season businesswoman. 
Fridah does business in the community market during the 
dry season to support her agricultural undertakings, the 
business helps her buy inputs for her field. The business 
started struggling and her daily sales plummeted due 
to COVID19 and the restrictions that were set to contain 
the pandemic. As the rainy season was approaching fast, 
Fridah started worrying about how she will get inputs 

for her field; “My business was my only financial support, 
and as customers reduced in number due to COVID19 
restrictions I was worried as to how I will get the inputs. 
I even prayed to God that at least I maintain customers 
but my customer base kept decreasing,” she said. She was 
certain that 2020/21 agricultural production season will 
be bad but, “Yara came to my rescue, just on time,” she 
said. She commended Yara for the two bags of fertilizer 
she received, “Thank you, Yara, my Lima basin is already 
prepared, just waiting for the rains and the fertilizer. I was 
worried but no more. Thank you very much,” she said with 
a smile.
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Happy recipients of the Yara Fertilizers in Katete district in Eastern Region

Chavuko with his wife feeling happy

CHAVUKO THOLE
“We are very grateful for the Yara COVID19 fertilizer 
donation. When I see these two bags of fertilizer, I see 
nshima,” Chavuko Thole said.
Chavuko Thole, 49 and disabled, hails from Vuso villages in 
Kasenengwa District. He is one of the 5000 farmers from 
the Eastern Region who benefitted from the program and 
he said that he had never witnessed such a donation to 
thousands of farmers. “No fertilizer, no nshima,” he said. 
“Nowadays, for a family to harvest enough maize, fertilizer 
is essential, if a family doesn’t have fertilizer, its harvest is 
a handful but with fertilizer, nshima enough is for certain,” 
he added. Nshima which is made from maize is the main 
staple food in Zambia, and has a significant contribution 
to household food security. The wife who was beside 
Chavuko appreciated the donation and added to the 
words of her husband, “The 2 (50Kg) bags of fertilizer that 
we have received has made us extend our maize from 2 
acres to 2 and half acre. We are thankful to Yara and the 
CFU for the donation, we are expecting an increased 
harvest this year.” 





Partner Profiles
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The Alliance for a Green Revolution 
in Africa (AGRA)

AGRA is an alliance led by Africans with roots in farming 
communities across the continent. We understand that African 
farmers need uniquely African solutions designed to meet 
their specific environmental and agricultural needs so they can 
sustainably boost production and gain access to rapidly growing 
agriculture markets.

We are catalyzing an inclusive agricultural transformation in Africa 
by increasing incomes and improving food security for 30million 
farming households in 11 focus countries by 2021.

Since 2006, we have worked with our partners across Africa 
to deliver a set of proven solutions to smallholder farmers and 
thousands of indigenous African agriculture enterprises. The 
alliance has built the systems and tools for Africa’s agriculture; high 
quality seeds, better soil health, access to markets and credit, and 
coupled by stronger farmer organizations and agriculture policies.  

https://agra.org/

Prorustica

Prorustica was founded in 2003 and has been working across  
sub Saharan Africa with leading private sector organizations, 
international foundations and development partners designing 
new and innovative approaches to development that strengthen 
rural enterprises and address some of the most pressing issues 
and opportunities of the 21st Century. Prorustica works at the 
interface between public and private institutions providing 
strategic guidance to the development of joint business and social 
development initiatives. 

As one of the leading architects of enabling public private 
partnerships around specific value chain investments, Prorustica 
has worked with a wide variety of local and international private 
sector agribusinesses working  on programmes in some 15 
African countries. It has built up  valuable knowledge on value 
chain development as well as an extensive network of local and 
international partners. These organisations and their activities are 
leading the way in the development of sustainable agribusiness 
investments in Africa, as well as setting up the longer-term 
investment roadmaps for governments, development partners and 
the private sector. 

http://www.prorustica.com/
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NCBA CLUSA

NCBA CLUSA works to build a better world and a more inclusive 
economy that empowers people to contribute to shared 
prosperity and well-being for themselves and future generations. 
By leveraging the shared resources of the cooperative movement, 
they seek to engage, partner with and empower people from 
all walks of life—particularly those left behind by a shifting 
economy and facing the greatest economic and societal barriers. 
They achieve this vision through collaborative partnerships in 
development, advocacy, public awareness, and thought leadership. 
Their cooperative strategies and innovative local solutions catalyze 
economic and social development, and they act as advocates for 
and drivers of inclusive economies. They have an over 65 years track 
record of positive outcomes for smallholder farmers, rural families, 
communities, producer organizations, and their many partners 
and stakeholders. In Mozambique, NCBA CLUSA has implemented 
a number of agricultural extension projects one of which is the 
Conservation Agriculture Promotion (PROMAC II).

https://ncbaclusa.coop/

Beira Agricultural Growth Corridor 
(BAGC)

The BEIRA AGRICULTURAL GROWTH CORRIDOR PARTNERSHIP 
(BAGCP) is a Public, Private Partnership that was established in 
2010 to promote the development of commercial agriculture and 
agribusiness within the Beira Corridor of Mozambique. In 2010, 
the Government of Mozambique and its partners adopted the 
Growth Corridor Concept as a strategy to crowd in investments 
for rapid agricultural development. The BAGCP was the pioneer of 
this strategy. The BAGC Partnership is registered as an Association 
under Mozambican Law. Whilst having legal personality in order to 
enter into contracts, this legal structure recognizes its not-for-profit 
nature and the proactive role expected of its membership.

https://beiracorridor.org/
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The African Fertilizer and 
Agribusiness Partnership (AFAP)

The African Fertilizer and Agribusiness Partnership (AFAP) is 
an independent non-profit organization that works with the 
public and private sectors to catalyse increased private sector 
investment along the Fertilizer and Agribusiness value chains to 
benefit smallholder farmers increase their crop productivity. AFAP 
combines technical expertise with entrepreneurial innovation. 
AFAP’s public-private partnership strategy is ultimately designed 
to build the capacity of the Continental African agriculture inputs 
and agribusiness SMEs, and increase agricultural productivity. The 
execution of that strategy with partners, results in increasing food 
security, income, job creation, and agriculture contribution to 
national GDPs. 

AFAP’s mission is to be an effective catalyst of agricultural 
productivity with smallholder farmers, governments, Regional 
Economic Communities and SMEs for a prosperous Africa. AFAP’s 
vision is to become the preferred technical partner to increase 
productivity in agribusiness value chain, and investments in 
the agriculture input and output market via innovation-driven 
solutions for smallholder farmers, public, private, donors and NGO 
stakeholders.

AFAP has affiliates throughout Southern, East, and West Africa and a 
technical support headquarters in Johannesburg, South Africa

https://www.afap-partnership.org/

LBH

LBH has been providing Ships Agency and Logistics Services for 
decades with offices in major bulk commodity ports across the 
Southern African region. The scope of the company’s offering has 
grown substantially and now encompasses Ships Agency, Logistics 
Services and Projects, driven and guided by market insight and 
industry intelligence. Merging our specialities across South Africa 
and Mozambique, LBH offers a holistic, intelligence-driven offering 
throughout the region.
The LBH Group has a global presence across 6 continents and in 
21 different countries, with 15 branches in Southern Africa alone.

https://www.lbhmozambique.com/
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The Conservation Farming Unit

The Conservation Farming Unit works to provide small and 
medium-scale farmers with the environment, knowledge, and 
practical experience to help them successfully adopt Conservation 
Farming and Conservation Agriculture practices. The main thrust 
of their work is hands-on extension training, using lead farmers, in 
their own farming communities.

The CFU also works to stimulate the demand for and supply of 
necessary CF tools, inputs, and services, through relationships 
with tillage service providers and private sector agro-input supply 
companies, both at the national level and the community shop 
level. CFU’s relationships with the private sector are also increasingly 
extending to link the technical and market opportunities available 
to the successful CF farmers.

The Conservation Farming Unit, begun in Zambia in 1996, now trains 
over 200,000 farmers each year in Zambia alone on Conservation 
Farming and Conservation Agriculture. Widely respected, it has 
developed and promotes practical min-till technologies for real 
farmers, whether they use hoes, animal draft power, or mechanized 
power to prepare their land. Supported by the Royal Norwegian 
Government, it also works with partners in Malawi, Kenya, Tanzania, 
and Uganda.

https://conservationagriculture.org/

J&J Africa
 
J&J Africa are the leading transporter and logistics provider with over 
25 years of experience in Southern Africa – servicing Mozambique, 
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi, South Africa & the Eastern DRC.

Our services include transportation of general cargo, dry and liquid 
bulk cargo, out of gauge cargo, containerized handling, stripping 
and stuffing, warehousing, bagging, storage, project cargo and 
vessel agency.

With our experienced team of local and global talent on the 
ground, our African area knowledge, along with one of the 
largest owned fleets in the area of operation, we are able to react 
quickly and effectively to our customer’s needs. The result is an 
offering to our customers that is a competitive, efficient, dynamic 
and comprehensive logistics solution at the highest level of 
international compliance coupled with unquestionable business 
ethics.

We provide our clients with an integrated intelligent logistics 
solution. 

People. Systems. Infrastructure. Service.

www.jjafrica.com
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UNHCR 

Established on December 14, 1950, United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) was and still is mandated by 
the United Nations to lead and coordinate international action for 
the worldwide protection of refugees and the resolution of refugee 
problems. UNHCR’s primary purpose is to safeguard the rights and 
well-being of refugees.

In its efforts to achieve this objective, UNHCR strives to ensure 
that everyone can exercise the right to seek asylum and find safe 
refuge in another State and to return home voluntarily. By assisting 
refugees to return to their own country or to settle permanently in 
another country, UNHCR also seeks lasting solutions to their plight. 

UNHCR, which is now active in 135 states, supporting over 86 million 
displaced people, seeks to reduce situations of forced displacement 
by encouraging states and other institutions to create conditions 
which are conducive to the protection of human rights and the 
peaceful resolution of disputes. In pursuit of the same objective, 
UNHCR actively seeks to consolidate the reintegration of returning 
refugees in their country of origin, thereby averting the recurrence 
of refugee-producing situations.

In Malawi, UNHCR supports over 47,469 refugees at Dzaleka 
Refugee Camp who mainly come from the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Burundi, Rwanda, Somalia, and Ethiopia.

https://www.unhcr.org/

Total Landcare

Total LandCare (TLC) is a non-governmental organization founded 
in 1999 by Trent Bunderson and Zwide Jere registered in Malawi, 
Zambia, Mozambique and Tanzania. TLC’s mission is to transform the 
livelihoods of rural households from subsistence to prosperity and 
self-reliance. Achieving this goal involves innovative participatory 
approaches for building the capacity of organized groups of 
farmers, cooperatives and communities to integrate sustainable 
agricultural and natural resource practices with key value chains 
linked to micro-finance, inputs and markets to increase productivity, 
diversification, incomes and resilience. Integral elements include 
developing participatory governance structures and prioritizing 
gender equality in all programs with emphasis on empowering 
women and youth.

http://www.totallandcare.org/
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The United Nations Office on Drugs 
and Crime (UNODC)

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC; French: 
Office des Nations unies contre la drogue et le crime) is a United 
Nations office that was established in 1997 as the Office for Drug 
Control and Crime Prevention by combining the United Nations 
International Drug Control Program (UNDCP) and the Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice Division in the United Nations 
Office at Vienna. It is a member of the United Nations Development 
Group and was renamed the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime in 2002. 

UNODC works to inform the world about the dangers of drug abuse 
and to strengthen international action against drug production, 
trafficking and drug-related crime. UNODC also works to improve 
crime prevention and to assist with criminal justice reform in a 
number of countries.

https://www.unodc.org/

The World Food Programme (WFP) 

The World Food Programme (WFP) is the leading humanitarian 
organization saving lives and changing lives, delivering food 
assistance in emergencies and working with communities to 
improve nutrition and build resilience. 

As the international community has committed to end hunger, 
achieve food security and improved nutrition by 2030, one in nine 
people worldwide still do not have enough to eat. Food and food-
related assistance lie at the heart of the struggle to break the cycle 
of hunger and poverty. 

WFP’s efforts focus on emergency assistance, relief and 
rehabilitation, development aid and special operations. Two-thirds 
of WFP’s work is in conflict-affected countries where people are 
three times more likely to be undernourished than those living in 
countries without conflict. 

For its efforts to combat hunger, for its contribution to bettering 
conditions for peace in conflict-affected areas and for acting as a 
driving force in efforts to prevent the use of hunger as a weapon of 
war and conflict, WFP was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2020. 

https://www.wfp.org/
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Vallis

Vallis is a group of companies providing trade assurance services 
along strategic points of the supply chain, acting as the eyes and 
ears on the ground for our partners. Services offered by Vallis include, 
but are not limited to stock management, logistics management, 
audits, inspections, sampling and analysis and marine and cargo 
surveying. Vallis is operational in 47 countries across Africa and the 
Middle East and has managed over 50 million tonnes of goods 
since 2006 on behalf of a variety of organisations, such as banks, 
traders, and NGOs. Vallis has partnered with a number of major 
organisations to aid the success of key agricultural projects across 
Africa, earning a reputation as the most trusted assurance service 
provider on the continent.

https://vallis-group.com/
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